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ABSTRACT
Existing Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems usually gen-
erate the N -best hypotheses list first, and then rescore them with
the language model score and the acoustic model score to find the
best one. This procedure is essentially analogous to the working
mechanism of modern Information Retrieval (IR) systems, which re-
trieve a relatively large amount of relevant candidates first, re-rank
them, and output the top-N list. Exploiting their commonality, this
demonstration proposes a novel system named GoldenRetriever
that marries IR with ASR. GoldenRetriever transforms the problem
of N -best hypotheses rescoring as a Learning-to-Rescore (L2RS)
problem and utilizes a wide range of features beyond the language
model score and the acoustic model score. In this demonstration,
the audience can experience the great potential of marrying IR
with ASR for the first time. GoldenRetriever should inspire more
research on transferring the state-of-the-art IR techniques to ASR.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Due to the ubiquity of mobile devices in daily life, speech com-
munication has been gaining great momentum in recent years,
which further promotes the need for high-quality Automatic Speech
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Figure 1: A System Overview of GoldenRetriever

Recognition (ASR) systems. Existing rescoring approaches first eval-
uate each N-best hypothesis using an Acoustic Model (AM) and
a Language Model (LM), and then utilize these scores to form the
final ranking lists. Such a two-step approach suffers two drawbacks:
1) It aims to optimize an unnecessarily harder problem, namely
predicting accurate grammatical legitimacy scores of the N -best
hypotheses rather than directly predicting their partial orders with
respect to a specific acoustic input. 2) Quite limited features are
utilized, and most of the recent representation features given by
advanced models in Natural Language Processing (NLP), such as
BERT embedding [2], is hard to use under the existing rescoring
pipeline.

In this demonstration, we present a novel system named Gold-
enRetriever, which is designed to empower ASR systems with state-
of-the-art IR techniques to relieve above drawbacks. GoldenRe-
triever transforms the problem of N -best hypotheses rescoring as
a Learning-to-Rescore (L2RS) [7] problem and utilizes a wide range
of features beyond the LM and AM scores. The efficacy of L2RS
relies in the design of the features. In GoldenRetriever, the features
including n-gram LM, BERT sentence embedding, RNNLM score
[4], reverse n-gram LM score, and AM score, are from the lexical
level to the semantic level. Finally, GoldenRetriever learns a Rank-
ing SVM model [1] which combines these features to formulate a
rescoring model. Experimental results validate that L2RS can easily
beat its rescoring counterparts such as RNNLM, EC-Classifier [5]
and NS2TLM [8]. Through this demonstration, the user will have
the ultimate opportunity to experience the mechanisms of L2RS
techniques for ASR in a vivid and interactive approach. They can
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switch between the basic rescoring method and L2RS, and observe
their real-time impact on the N -best lists and the final ASR results.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first system that utilizes
L2RS as the rescoring method for ASR. We expect that it will inspire
more research on transferring IR to advance the ASR field.

2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
ASRPipelineAn overview of theGoldenRetriever system is shown
in Figure 1. GoldenRetriever follows the classical ASR pipeline and
the final recognition resultw∗ for a given acoustic input a is defined
as follows:

W ∝ argmax(log PLM (w) + log PAM (a|w)), (1)

w∗ = arg max
j ∈[1,N ]&wj ∈W

f (ϕ(a,wj)), (2)

where PLM is an LM score and PAM is an AM score, and W =

(w1, · · · ,wN) is the N -best list. We use f (·) to denote the rescoring
module, and ϕ(a,w) for the feature-vector representation of pair
(a,w). GoldenRetriever first generates the N -best list, then uses the
L2RS technique for modeling the rescoring function f (·), which in-
volves three steps: feature extraction, model training and reranking,
as shown in Figure 1. During the L2RS prediction step, after the
ASR system generates the N -best list W, the final decoding result
w∗ can be obtained using Eq. (2).
Features The textual and acoustic features used in L2RS are from
the lexical level to the semantic level, with details listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Features for Learning-to-Rescore

Feature Detail

Trigram LM (lm) A trigram LM trained using the transcripts
Reverse Trigram LM
(rlm)

A reverse trigram LM trained using the tran-
scripts

BERT Embedding
(bert_se)

A 1024-dimension sentence embedding us-
ing bert-as-service toolkit [9]

RNNLM (rnnlm) The LM score produced by an RNNLM
trained using [4]

AM (am) The AM score produced by Kaldi toolkit [6]

3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We proceed to show a quantitative evaluation result of the Gold-
enRetriever system on an industrial dataset. We build the whole
system based on the open-sourced Kaldi toolkit [6]. The dataset
used contains around 8000 hours of conversational speech collected
from a real-life customer service scenario in Mandarin Chinese. We
reserve 80% of data for the training set and split the rest for devel-
opment (10%) and testing (10%). The whole system is deployed on a
machine with 314GB memory, 72 Intel Core Processor (Xeon), Tesla
K80 GPU and CentOS, and the evaluations are conducted under the
same hardware configuration. The experimental results are shown
in Table 2. We observed that L2RS can significantly improve the
performance in terms of both NDCG@10 [3] and WER. Specifically,
features such as BERT sentence embedding is quite effective, and
the effectiveness of these embedding features are quite hard to
evaluate under the traditional Kaldi rescoring pipeline.

Table 2: NDCG@10 and WER

Model NDCG@10 WER

Kaldi Baseline 0.733 15.07%
L2RS(am+lm) 0.726 15.10%
L2RS(am+lm+rlm) 0.736 14.91%
L2RS(am+lm+rnnlm) 0.759 14.03%
L2RS(am+lm+rlm+rnnlm) 0.762 13.96%
L2RS(am+lm+rlm+rnnlm+bert_se) 0.792 13.41%

Figure 2: The Screenshot of GoldenRetriever

4 DEMONSTRATION OVERVIEW
The goal of the demonstration is to provide an interactive approach
for users to experience the working mechanisms of the L2RS tech-
niques mentioned above. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the user
interface with three basic functionalities.

Speech & Text Input: Two kinds of audio inputs are supported
in GoldenRetriever: audio files and real-time speech recorded by the
microphone provided in the system. In order to evaluate the WER
and NDCG@n of different rescoring techniques, the groundtruth
transcript is also required to be provided by the user.

Baseline Rescoring Result: When the above-mentioned audio
and text files are ready, the user can click the “Decoding” button to
start the decoding process. The N -best hypotheses together with
the final decoded results will be presented to the corresponding
area in an ordered list after decoding is complete, together with the
NDCG@n value and the overall WER. The baseline Rescoring result
section of the webpage shows the ranking list given by the baseline
n-gram LM and the AM score. Each hypothesis is also provided
with the LM score, AM score, and WER.

L2RS Rescoring Result: The L2RS result section shows the
ranking list given by the L2RS approach. The user can compare
the ranking results and clearly see the difference since the results
given by these two approaches are simultaneously presented in
a side-by-side fashion. Each hypothesis is also provided with the
feature values discussed in Section 2 as well as its WER.

5 CONCLUSION
In this demonstration, we show a novel ASR system named Golden-
Retriever which incorporates the Learning-to-Rescore mechanism
for the rescoring step, and have proven its superiority compared
with its rescoring counterparts.
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